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Background: Rociletinib (CO-1686; RLC) is a new, small molecule that is orally adminis-
tered to inhibit mutant-selective covalent inhibitor of most epidermal growth factor receptor 
(EGFR)-mutated forms, including T790M, L858R, and exon 19 deletions, but not exon 20 
insertions. Non–small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) with a gene mutation that encodes EGFR is 
sensitive to approved EGFR inhibitors, but usually resistance develops, which is frequently 
mediated by T790M EGFR mutation. RLC is an EGFR inhibitor found to be active in 
preclinical models of EGFR-mutated NSCLC with or without T790M.
Methods: In silico drug metabolism prediction of RLC was executed with the aid of the 
WhichP450 module (StarDrop software package) to verify its metabolic liability. Second, 
a fast, accurate, and competent LC-MS/MS assay was developed for RLC quantification to 
determine its metabolic stability. RLC and bosutinib (BOS) (internal standard; IS) were 
separated using an isocratic elution system with a C18 column (reversed stationary phase).
Results: The developed LC-MS/MS analytical method showed linearity of 5–500 ng/mL 
with r2 ≥ 0.9998 in the human liver microsomes (HLMs) matrix. A limit of quantification of 
4.6 ng/mL revealed the sensitivity of the analytical method, while the acquired inter- and 
intra-day accuracy and precision values below 4.63% inferred the method reproducibility. 
RLC metabolic stability estimation was calculated using intrinsic clearance (20.15 µL/min/ 
mg) and in vitro half-life (34.39 min) values.
Conclusion: RLC exhibited a moderate extraction ratio indicative of good bioavailability. 
The developed analytical method herein is the first LC-MS/MS assay for RLC metabolic 
stability.
Keywords: rociletinib, metabolic stability assessment, in vitro half-life, validated LC-MS 
/MS methodology

Introduction
Cancer is a major cause of death worldwide. It is responsible for more than 
one-fourth of deaths globally.1 Recently, molecular targeting strategies have 
been implemented for the management of disseminated cancer based on the 
investigations of tumor suppressor genes and oncogenes participating in the 
progression of human cancers.2 Lung cancer has the highest mortality rate 
among all cancer types globally. Statistically, in 2012, >1.5 million deaths 
were linked to lung tumors, which represents 20% of all cancer deaths.3 Most 
lung cancers (90%) are considered non-small cell lung cancers (NSCLCs), 
which include various subtypes driven by numerous activated oncogenes.4,5 
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Gene mutations in the encoding epidermal growth fac-
tor receptor (EGFR) are among the most common 
oncogenic mutations in lung adenocarcinoma.6 At the 
diagnosis time, approximately 90% of EGFR-mutation- 
positive patients have one of two activating mutations, 
an L858R point mutation in exon 21 or an in-frame 
deletion in exon 19.6

The first- and second-generation EGFR tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors (TKIs), namely, erlotinib, afatinib, 
and gefitinib, are highly active against cancers with 
these mutations, with objective response rates of 50– 
70%.7–9 But the progress of acquired resistance after 
treatment periods (9–13 months) is most commonly 
due to EGFR T790M mutation in resistant cases (50– 
60%).10,11 Cytotoxic chemotherapy is usually used as 
there are no approved therapies that precisely target 
T790M. After the emergence of T790M, the median 
survival period is less than two years.11

Rociletinib (CO-1686; RLC) is a potent 5-CF3 

2,4-diaminopyrimidine-based orally available molecule 
that consists of a reactive acrylamide group, an amino-
pyrimidine group, and a piperazine ring.12 RLC was 
developed by Clovis Oncology, Inc. (Nasdaq: CLVS). 
RLC (Figure 1) is a mutant-selective covalent inhibitor 
of commonly mutated forms of EGFR, including exon 
19 deletions, L858R, and T790M, but not exon 20 
insertions. Preclinical studies have verified that RLC 
has less activity against wild-type EGFR. In contrast, 
currently approved EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors lead 
to considerable inhibition of nonmutant EGFR, causing 
diarrhea and rash as their two dose-limiting and most 

frequent side effects. RLC showed durable tumor 
shrinkage in xenograft models with EGFR-activating 
mutations either alone or combined with T790M resis-
tance mutations,12 which was most noticeable when 
plasma concentrations were kept at more than 200 ng/ 
mL across the dosing interval. Therefore, Phase 1–2 
study of RLC was performed in patients with EGFR- 
mutated NSCLC with acquired resistance to first- 
or second-generation EGFR TKIs.

Before commencing in vitro metabolic stability 
experiments, RLC should be checked for its lability to 
drug metabolism in the liver. Thus, we performed in 
silico metabolic stability for RLC using the 
WhichP450 software. Nevertheless, no chromatographic 
methods reported for the RLC estimation in HLMs 
matrix with the application of metabolic stability assess-
ment. Thus, this study aimed to develop a validated 
liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) 
analytical assay for estimating RLC levels in the HLMs 
matrix. Such a method was used to figure the in vitro 
half-life (t1/2) and intrinsic clearance (CLint) of RLC.13 

Thus, in silico and in vitro experiments for RLC meta-
bolic stability determination were performed to give 
more information about its metabolic rate and to allow 
in vivo bioavailability estimation.

To determine in vivo metabolism rate using in vitro 
metabolism data, three basic models could be used: 
Parallel tube, dispersion, and venous equilibrium.14,15 

Here, the RLC in vitro half-life (t1/2) and intrinsic clear-
ance in HLMs were computed by an ‘in vitro t1/2ʹ 

approach using the “well-stirred” model16,17 as it is the 

Figure 1 Chemical structures of rociletinib and bosutinib (internal standard; IS).
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frequently used model in drug metabolism experiments 
owing to its simplicity. Such parameters (intrinsic clear-
ance and in vitro t1/2) can be used to calculate numerous 
physiological factors (eg, liver clearance and in vivo 
t1/2). The drug bioavailability estimation gives a clear 
approach to expect its in vivo metabolic mechanisms. If 
the tested drug experiences rapid metabolism, it shall 
show reduced in vivo bioavailability value and a short 
duration of action.13,18–21

Materials and Methods
Materials and Instruments
Male human liver microsomes (product number: M0567, 
Pooled HLMs) were procured from Sigma-Aldrich (West 
Chester, PA, USA) and then kept at −70°C until use. 
HLMs contain a mixture of HLMs pooled from different 
human donors. As stated in the product information sheet: 
The protein content of HLMs was determined as 20 mg/ 
mL (250 mM sucrose). All solvents used in the current 
experimental work were of high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC) grade. All reference powders and 
other chemicals are of analytical (AR) grade. RLC (Cat. 
No.: HY-15729 at purity: 99.45%) and bosutinib (Cat. No.: 
HY-10158 at purity: 99.96%) were purchased from 
MedChem Express Company (Woburn, MA, USA). 
Formic acid and acetonitrile were purchased from Sigma- 
Aldrich Company (West Chester, PA, USA). Purified 
water was arranged using an in-house Milli-Q plus purifi-
cation system from Millipore (Millipore, Bedford, 
MA, USA).

RLC Metabolic Vulnerability Evaluation 
Using the WhichP450 Module
Characterization of RLC lability for metabolism was exe-
cuted via the WhichP450 module of the StarDrop soft-
ware. The composite site lability (CSL) value was utilized 
to infer the degree of metabolism.22–25

LC-MS/MS Analytical System
Analytical parameters including liquid chromatographic 
conditions and mass spectrometric parameters were 
optimized to attain a good resolution of RLC and 
bosutinib (BOS: Internal standard, IS) with adequate 
sensitivity. Analytical parameters for the liquid chro-
matographic resolution of BOS and RLC, which 
involves separating analytes, including stationary 
phase nature, pH, and mobile phase constituents, were 

optimized. The pH of the 0.1% formic acid solution 
was adjusted to 3.2 as an increased pH value caused an 
increased retention time and peak tailing. The mobile 
phase was composed of 55% aqueous solution (0.1% 
formic acid in H2O) and 45% organic solvent (0.1% 
formic acid in ACN). Increasing the organic solvent 
percentage generated unresolved peaks and a bad 
separation, while decreasing the percentage resulted in 
a run time increase. Various stationary phases were 
checked, such as HILIC columns (polar columns); 
however, neither BOS nor RLC was retained, and the 
best results were achieved utilizing a C18 column (ID: 
2.1 mm, PS: 1.8 μm and L: 50 mm).

Mass spectrometric detection was performed using 
Agilent quadrupole mass analyzer (6410 QqQ) with an 
electrospray ionization source (interface) that was oper-
ated in the positive ionization mode and used for ion 
generation. Nitrogen gas at a flow rate of 11 L/min was 
used for droplet spray evaporation inside the source and 
for fragmentation of ions at 55 psi inside the collision 
cell. The flow injection analysis program of the autosam-
pler was used for the optimization of the Agilent 6410 
QQQ mass spectrometer parameters for ion sensitivity 
increasing. ESI-positive ionization mode was used for 
ion generation as it exhibited a higher peak intensity 
than the negative ionization mode as these drugs are 
basic in nature. The capillary voltage was adjusted to 
4000 V to decrease parent insource fragmentation, 
which leads to decreased chromatographic peak intensity. 
ESI temperature was adjusted to 350°C. The Agilent 
Mass Hunter software was used to control LC-MS/MS 
and the acquisition of data and outcome analysis. 
Collision energy (CE) and fragmentor voltage (FV) 
were adjusted for each mass transition for RLC and 
BOS. RLC peak (Rt: 2.2) was quantified using the multi-
ple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode (parent to daughter 
ions) from 556→514 (FV: 135 and CE: 22) and 
556→112 (FV: 130 and CE: 25) (Figure 2B). MRM 
mass transitions for BOS (Rt: 1.1) were 530→141 (FV: 
140 and CE: 15) and 530→113 (FV: 135 and CE: 18) 
(Figure 2A). HLMs matrix-related interference was 
reduced using the MRM analyzer mode, which resulted 
in increased established LC-MS/MS analytical method 
sensitivity (Figure 2).

RLC Working Solutions
RLC showed a low dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solubi-
lity (2.5 mg/mL), whereas BOS exhibited good DMSO 
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solubility (≥46 mg/mL), so stock solutions (SS) of both 
analytes were prepared in DMSO at (1 mg/mL) at the 
permitted solubility range. The mobile phase was used 
as a solvent for stepwise dilution for both RLC and 
BOS (IS). The RLC-working solution (WK1: 100 µg/ 
mL) was prepared by ten-fold dilution of RLC SS. RLC 
WK2 (10 µg/mL) was prepared by ten-fold dilution of 
WK1. BOS WK3 (2 µg/mL) was prepared by a two-step 
dilution of the BOS SS.

RLC Calibration Standards
The HLMs matrix was deactivated using DMSO so as 
to avoid the metabolic effect of microsomal enzymes 
on the conc. of RLC standards during the analytical 
method validation. DMSO is used for deactivation pro-
cess as it will be used later for solubilisation of 
RLC.26,27 The HLMs matrix was prepared by mixing 
30 µL HLMs with a phosphate buffer to the mobile 

phase (1 mg protein in 1 mL phosphate buffer). 
Calibration standards were prepared by diluting RLC 
WK2 with the HLM matrix to yield 11 calibration 
levels: 5, 15, 30, 50, 80, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 
and 500 ng/mL, which were utilized for the construc-
tion of RLC linear calibration curve. Among calibra-
tion standards, four levels (5, 15, 150, and 400 ng/mL) 
were selected as quality controls for the developed LC- 
MS/MS method: a lower limit of quantification 
(LLOQ), a lower quality control (LQC), a medium 
quality control (MQC), and a high-quality control 
(HQC), respectively. Fifty microliter of BOS WK3 (2 
µg/mL) was added as the IS to calibration levels of 
quality controls (QC). The protein precipitation method 
was utilized for the extraction of analytes (RLC and 
BOS) from the HLMs matrix28,29 by adding 2 mL of 
ACN to the calibration standards. Next, precipitated 
proteins were removed by centrifugation (14,000 rpm, 

Figure 2 MRM mass spectra of rociletinib (RLC) (A) and bosutinib (internal standard; IS) (B) presenting the proposed fragmentation pattern.
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12 min) in a thermostated centrifuge (4°C). Filtration 
of 1-mL supernatant into 1.5-mL HPLC vials using 
a 0.22 µm syringe filter to confirm its purity, and 
then 5 µL of the filtrates was injected into the analy-
tical system to estimate its conc. In the same metho-
dology described above, control samples were prepared 
(without HLMs) to verify the interference absence 
from matrix components at the retention times of the 
analytes. A RLC calibration curve was made by plot-
ting RLC exact values (x-axis) versus the peak area 
ratio of RLC to BOS (y-axis). The LC-MS/MS method 
linearity was confirmed using the linear regression 
equation.

Method Validation
Various validation parameters for the established LC- 
MS/MS method were computed according to guidelines 
of the bioanalytical method validation that were 
established by the International Conference on 
Harmonization (ICH) and the USFDA general regula-
tions. The validation of the developed methodology 
was done using sensitivity, specificity, linearity preci-
sion, accuracy, stability, the matrix effect, and extrac-
tion recovery. The statistical method (least squared: y = 
ax + b) was used to calculate the calibration curve 
equation for RLC calibration levels. The LOD and 
LOQ were calculated as recommended by the 
Pharmacopeia using the intercept standard deviation 
(SD) and the calibration curve slope:30,31

LOD ¼ 3:3
SD of intecept

slope 

whereas

LOQ ¼ 10
SD of intecept

slope 

RLC Metabolic Stability
The RLC metabolic clearance involving the intrinsic 
clearance and in vitro t1/2 was calculated by the deter-
mination of remaining RLC conc. after incubation with 
HLMs, NADPH (cofactor), and 3.3 mM MgCl2 for 50 
min in a phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). Briefly, preincuba-
tion of 1 µM of RLC (1 µL of 1 mM RLC in DMSO) 
was performed using 30 µL HLMs matrix (1-mg pro-
tein/mL) at 37°C for 10 min to achieve optimum con-
ditions for metabolic reactions. Then, NADPH was 
added to initiate the metabolic reaction. To verify the 

results, the same metabolic experiment was repeated 
three times. The initiation of the metabolic incubation 
was done by adding NADPH (1 mM). Stopping of the 
metabolic reaction was done at certain time intervals: 0, 
5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 50, 70, 90, and 120 min by adding 
2 mL ice-cold ACN. The incubation and extraction 
procedures were conducted, as mentioned above. Data 
analysis was performed using the Mass Hunter software. 
The conc. of RLC at certain time intervals was calcu-
lated, and the metabolic stability curve was created. 
Considering the RLC conc. at 0 min was 100%, and 
the remaining percentage of RLC was plotted against 
time. From this plot, linear range points were chosen to 
construct the curve showing the natural logarithm of the 
proportion of the remaining RLC over time. The linear 
part slope of the curve showed the rate constant for the 
RLC metabolic clearance that was used to compute the 
in vitro t1/2 utilizing the following equation:

In vitro t 1=2 ¼
ln2=Slope 

Next, the RLC intrinsic clearance CLint (µL/min/mg) was 
computed using the next equation:32

CLint; ¼
0:693

in vitro t 1=2
:

μL incubation
mg microsomes 

The CLint rate could be categorized using the HLMs 
protein conc. and average liver weights that were reported 
in the literature.16,33–35

Results and Discussion
In silico RLC Metabolic Lability
The RLC metabolic landscape provides a suggestion of 
the lability of the molecule chemical active sites with 
regard to CYP3A4 enzyme metabolism,36–38 to 
improve understanding of the generation of RLC meta-
bolites, and to help in designing new chemical struc-
ture changes to increase metabolic stability. The 
IUPAC name of RLC is N-(3-{[2-{[4-(4-Acetyl- 
1-piperazinyl)-2-methoxyphenyl]amino}-5-(trifluoro-
methyl)-4-pyrimidinyl]amino}phenyl) acrylamide. This 
reveals that position C35 and C36 of the acrylamide 
group, and C1 of the acetyl group are labile to meta-
bolism. In contrast, C17 of the methoxyl group and N4 
of the piperazine ring are moderately labile. These 
outcomes revealed the RLC metabolic instability, 
which was consistent with the current in vitro 
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experiments. The CSL (0.9942) revealed that it has 
a high lability area for RLC metabolism; thus, the 
established method here was used for studying the 
RLC metabolic stability (Figure 3).

LC–MS/MS Method Development
BOS was selected as the IS in RLC quantification as 
the protein precipitation extraction could be applied for 
extracting analytes (RLC and BOS) from the HLMs 
matrix. RLC and BOS extraction recoveries were 
101.60 ± 1.49% and 97.4 ± 3.75%, respectively. The 
elution time point of the BOS (1.1 min) elution near 
the RLC (2.2 min) was an indicator of good resolution. 
Also, the run time was rapid (3 min). RLC and BOS 
are both TKIs and will not be given together to the 
same patient; thus, the established LC-MS/MS metho-
dology could be utilized for pharmacokinetics or ther-
apeutic drug monitoring for patients under RLC 
treatment.

BOS and RLC were eluted at 1.1 min and 2.2 min, 
respectively, with a satisfactory peak resolution. The run 
time for the established LC-MS/MS method was 3 min 
(Figure 4). No noticeable carry-over was seen in the 

control HLMs matrix chromatograms. Figure 4B shows 
the RLC calibration standards overlaid with the MRM 
chromatograms.

Validation Parameters
LC-MS/MS Method Specificity
Figure 4 shows the good separation of the RLC and BOS 
chromatographic peaks; also, there were no interference 
chromatographic peaks in the control HLMs matrix at the 
analyte elution times (Figure 4A), thus, confirming the 
LC-MS/MS method specificity. In the blank MRM chro-
matograms, no carry-over influence of RLC and BOS was 
observed.

LC-MS/MS Method Linearity and Sensitivity
The established method exhibited a linearity of 5–500 
ng/mL. The RLC calibration curve regression equation 
was y = 0.3768x – 0.6074 (r2 = 0.9999) for the analy-
tical method. The RSD values for the 6 replicates of 
each RLC standard (calibration and QC standards) were 
<3.80% (Table 1). Back calculations for the eleven RLC 
standards in the HLMs matrix confirmed the established 

Figure 3 Proposed metabolic vulnerability of rociletinib using StarDrop software (WhichP450 module).
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analytical method’s success. The LOD and LOQ were 
1.52 ng/mL and 4.60 ng/mL, respectively.

LC-MS/MS Method Accuracy and Precision
Accuracy and precision outcomes were in agreement 
with the FDA guidelines.26,39 The intra- and inter-day 
accuracy and precision values of the established analy-
tical method were 0.12–3.37 and 0.23–4.63, respectively 
(Table 2).

RLC Extraction Recovery and Matrix Effects of HLMs
The recovery of the RLC QC levels in the spiked HLMs 
matrix was 101.60 ± 1.49% (RSD < 1.46%) (Table 2). 
The BOS recovery was 97.4 ± 3.75%. The matrix effect 
absence on RLC or BOS ionization was confirmed by 
running two batches of HLMs matrix (set 1 and 2). Set 
1-batch was spiked with the RLC LQC (15 ng/mL) and 
BOS (50 ng/mL), while set 2-batch was performed by 

replacing the mobile phase for the HLMs matrix. The 
matrix effects (ME) for RLC and BOS were computed 
using the next equations:

Matrix effect of RLC ¼ Mean peak area ratio Set1=Set2
� 100 

Matrix effect of BOS ¼ Mean peak area ratio Set1=Set2
� 100 

The HLMs containing RLC and BOS exhibited an ME of 
102.53 ± 2.87% and 100.85 ± 3.3%, respectively. The IS 
normalized ME was calculated using the following equation:

IS
normalized
ME

¼Matrix effect of RLC=Matrix effect of BOS ISð Þ

The IS normalized ME was 1.0 and was within the 
accepted range.27,40 Therefore, these outcomes 

Figure 4 Blank + IS sample (Black line) overlaid blank sample (blue line) revealing the absence of any peak at the retention time of rociletinib and bosutinib, (A) and overlaid 
MRM chromatograms of the RLC calibration levels (B) showing the bosutinib peak (1.1 min) and rociletinib peak (2.2 min).
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confirmed that the HLMs matrix showed no 
observed effect on the ionization degree of either RLC 
or BOS.

Metabolic Stability
The RLC concentration in in vitro metabolic stability 
incubations was 1 µM lower than the Michaelis–Menten 
constant, ensuring the linear relationship between the 
metabolism ratio against the incubation time intervals 
(0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 50, 70, 90, and 120 min). HLMs 
concentration in the incubation mixture was 1 mg pro-
tein/mL, confirming the absence of nonspecific protein 
binding. The RLC conc. was calculated utilizing the 
regression equation of the simultaneously freshly pre-
pared calibration curve. The RLC metabolic stability 
curve was established by plotting the incubation time 
(x-axis) against the RLC percentage remaining (y-axis) 
(Figure 5A). From the plotted curve, the concentration, 
which showed linearity (0–40 min) was chosen to 

construct another curve of time versus the natural loga-
rithm (Ln) RLC remaining (Figure 5B). The slope of the 
linear portion (0.02239) described the rate constant for 
RLC metabolism. The linear curve regression equation 
was Y = –0.02015×X + 4.470 with r2 = 0.939, which 
was used for calculating RLC in vitro t1/2 

(Table 3).21,41–45

Using the following equations:

In vitro t 1=2 ¼
ln2=Slope 

The slope was 0.02015.

In vitro t 1=2 ¼
ln2=0:02015 

In vitro t 1=2 ¼ 34:39min:

RLC intrinsic clearance was computed utilizing the 
in vitro t1/2 method as exhibited in the following 
equation:14,18

CLint; ¼
0:693

invitro t 1=2
:

μLincubation
mgmicrosomes 

CLint;app ¼ 20:15μL=min=mg 

The in vitro t1/2 and Clint of RLC were 34.39 min and 
20.15 µL/min/mg, respectively. Depending on these out-
comes, it can be proposed that RLC is a medium extrac-
tion ratio drug that revealed moderate excretion from the 
body. This proposes a potentially good bioavailability 
and a moderate probability of accumulation in the body 
if compared with other studied TKIs (eg, dacomitinib). 
Using the simulation software, Cloe PK, these outcomes 
could also be utilized to propose the RLC in vivo 
pharmacokinetics.42

Table 1 RLC Back-Calculation of Six Replicates of the 
Calibration Standards

RLC Nominal 
Concentrations (ng/mL)

Mean SD RSD 
(%)

Accuracy 
(%)

5 (LLQC) 5.12 0.13 2.58 2.40

10 9.82 0.06 0.62 −1.76
15 (LQC) 15.93 0.18 1.15 6.23

20 18.67 0.18 0.95 −6.63

30 30.34 1.12 3.70 1.12
50 50.47 1.92 3.80 0.93

80 80.99 1.34 1.65 1.24
150 (MQC) 150.09 1.93 1.29 0.06

300 300.50 2.74 0.91 0.17

400 (HQC) 399.60 3.80 0.95 −0.10
500 494.87 3.10 0.63 −1.03

Table 2 Intra- and Inter-Day (Precision and Accuracy) of the Developed LC-MS/MS Method

RLC in HLMs Matrix (ng/ 
mL)

Intra-Day Assay* Inter-Day Assay**

5 
(LLQC)

15 
(LQC)

150 
(MQC)

400 
(HQC)

5 
(LLQC)

15 
(LQC)

150 
(MQC)

400 
(HQC)

Mean 5.12 15.56 151.06 400.47 5.18 15.25 150.57 400.90

SD 0.13 0.46 1.72 3.58 0.24 0.56 2.74 3.41

Precision (%RSD) 2.58 2.93 1.14 0.89 4.63 3.65 1.82 0.85
% Accuracy 2.40 3.73 0.71 0.12 3.6 1.67 0.38 0.23

Recovery (%) 102.4 103.73 100.7 100.11 103.6 101.67 100.38 100.22

Notes: *Mean of twelve repeats on the same day. **Mean of six repeats for three days.
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Conclusions
An LC-MS/MS assay was constructed and validated to 
evaluate the metabolic stability of RLC that showed an 
in vitro t1/2 values (34.39 min) and moderate Clint 

(20.15 µL·min−1·mg−1), which proposed a moderate 
rate of RLC hepatic clearance. Based on such results, 
we predict that RLC can be administered to patients 
without the effect of dose accumulation or rapid excre-
tion in the human body. The in vitro experimental 
data was reinforced by in silico the WhichP450 
software. More drug discovery studies may be con-
ducted using this approach, which will permit new 
drug development with an increased metabolic stability 
profile.
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Table 3 RLC Metabolic Stability Curve Parameters

Time 
(min)

Meana 

(ng/mL)
SD Xa LN 

Xa

Analytical 
Parameters

0 475.56 4.03 100 4.61 Regression equation: 
Y = −0.02015*Xb + 

4.470

2.5 391.62 2.52 82.35 4.41

5 358.81 1.98 75.45 4.32 r2: 0.9390
10 316.58 5.06 66.57 4.20
15 292.66 3.63 61.54 4.12 Slope: −0.02015

20 275.06 5.41 57.84 4.06
40 194.31 5.65 40.86 3.71 t1/2: 34.39 min and

50 180.24 4.98 37.9 3.63 Clint: 20.15 µL/min/mg

70 160.98 3.56 33.85 3.52
90 141.10 2.97 29.67 3.39

120 122.17 3.87 25.69 3.25

Notes: aAverage of three repeats. bX: Average of the percentage remaining of RLC 
for the three repeats. Linear range is indicated by bold font.

Figure 5 The metabolic stability curve of RLC in HLMs (A) and the regression equation of the linear part of the curve (B).
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